
TWISTER
Stealth’s mo-Vis Series Mechanical Normal Open Switch

Size: .67in (17mm) Required Force: 30g (.067lbf)
Mechanical Normal Open Switch

 Twister Basic or Twister on Bent Tube



About mo-Vis Contact

The mo-Vis line is exclusive to Stealth Products. 
mo-Vis stands for ‘move with Vision’, as we 
like to keep moving forward and get people 
‘on the move’! All mo-Vis products follow this 
vision. Not only are functionality, flexibility 
and ergonomics important, but they are 
accompanied by discretion and elegance as 
well.

Questions about the Twister?

Contact us by e-mail:
info@stealthproducts.com

or by phone:
+1 (512) 715-9995
+1 (800) 965-9229

www.StealthProducts.com

Product Description

The Twister switch is a single, mechanical, normal open switch. Simply 
plug the Twister into the 3.5mm female jack on a switch- adapted 
device joystick. Twisters can be mounted onto the mo-Vis Multi or 
All-Round joysticks, onto the interface of the Micro joystick, or 
computer (for computers you need a switch interface). To activate 
the Twister, simply press anywhere on the top of the activation 
surface. You will feel and hear a clear and audible “click”.

The Twister is available in three different styles: 

Twister on Bent Tube
This Twister switch is attached to a mo-Vis Quick-to- Mount bent tube 
of 3.94in. (100mm) and  0.24in.  (6mm) in diameter. A  Quick-to-Mount 
Clamp  is included to enable attaching  your Twister to any other 6mm 
mounting rod. The  distances  and  angles  in  which  the Twister is 
mounted can be adjusted by tightening or loosening the Q2M Clamps 
via   the   Allen  screws.    Twister  on  Bent  Tube    is   compatible   for 
mounting  on  all  of  the  mo-Vis  Joysticks and exists in a short  cable 
version of 11.81in (300mm) or a long cable version of 59.05in. 
(1500mm).

Twister Basic
This Twister Basic is mounted on a plate of metal/plastic with 2 
screws and is designed to mount in a wheelchair tray. It has a 
long cable of 59.05in. (1500mm) and is delivered with 2 screws.The 
Twister basic is also compatible with all of the mo-Vis joysticks.

Satellite Twister
Satellite Twisters are only compatible with the All-Round Joystick. The 
All-Round joystick features two covers that hide ports for the joystick 
to mount onto. By removing the covers and sliding the switches into 
the port and securing, the client now has full access to switch modes 
and/or power the chair on or off.

All Twister switches are available in 5 colors: Yellow, Green, Red, Blue, 
and Black.
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